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1. General information, safety information

The precision ohmmeter PRM5 was developed as a resistance meter in four-wire technique. By choo-
sing the measurement method and the applied components operating safety and measurement
accuracy had priority. Optional a temperature modules could be used to connect a PT100 temperature
sensor. Hereby it is possible to calculate the measured resistance value (f.e. of a copper winding) by
the help of a reference temperature and display the resistance value as a temperature compensated
value. In addition a RS232 seriell interface is present to handle and read out the PRM5. The range of
measurement is separated into nine ranges from 2mΩ ... 200kΩ therefor measurement currents from
5Adc ... 20uAdc are applied. The measurement also could be executed by using the 'autorange' func-
tion. As a special feature the range 2kΩ can operate in 'reverse measurement'. In this case the mea-
surement current is negative. Hereby the established temperature sensor 'KTY84' can be tested with
the range 2kΩ in normal and reversal operation. The measured resistance value differs in the 'reverse
measurement' about 1,7Ω to the normal measurement. The precision ohmmeter PRM5 fulfill the re-
gulations of the Low-Voltage Equipment Directive 2006/95/EG and the EMC Directive 2004/108/EG
and is CE marked respective.

The precision ohmmeter PRM5 was built and tested to meet the safety requirements and delieverd in
safe operating conditions. In order to maintain this condition and to ensure safe operation the user is
required to observe the warnings and other directions for use in this manual.

The precision ohmmeter PRM5 must be connected to a correct installed power socket. The
voltage must be: U=230V~, F=50Hz...60Hz.

Please check the PRM5 and the external cable before use for damages and only use power
cable in best conditions whitch are specifically marked (e.g. VDE).

If the safty of the user is not ensured the PRM5 must be put out of operation.
Safe operation may be endangered if any of the following was noticed:

•    in case of visible damage
•    the desired testing is not possible ore if it does not function any more
•   after prolonged storage under unfavourable conditions (e.g. like in the open or in moist
    atmosphere)
•   after any improper transport (e.g. insufficient packing not conforming to the minimum
     tandards of post, rail or transport firm)

              Among these cases make sure the PRM5 is not used any more until it is repaired.

Only use the PRM5 for its correct operation. For the correct operation please see point
2. 'correct operation' in this manual. If the PRM5 is damaged in incorrect operation the
manufacturer will not be liable for any damages.

The PRM5 must not be modified constructive or safety-related. Please use the PRM5 only in
dry area and protect it against humidity.

Please regard the warnings and observe the instructions of this manual. This ohmmeter is
only destined for use by personnel well instructed and familiar with the dangers of electrical
measurements.
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The precision ohmmeter PRM5 works with a measurement current up to 5Adc. The testing of
an inductor must be executed with great caution. The measurement current can result an
electrical charge dependent of the inductivity witch is permitted in the moment the measur-
ment cable is unplugged. ATTENTION ! RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK.
To avoid this problem the user shoud change the measurement range to 200kΩ before
unplugging the measurement cable. Additionally please use measurement terminals with
good isolation.
If it is possible in the moment the measurement cable is unplugged an energy of more than
350mJ will be released the test must be performed untouchable, e.g. by using an insolated
case. For example: An inductor of 30mH will release an energy of 375mJ (W=1/2xLxI2).

Please be shure that the test object is able to tolerate the power witch is deliefered by the
PRM5. This power is calculated by the measurement voltage with the measurement current.
The free running voltage at the measurement terminals can rise up to 14Vdc.
(for example: measurement range 2Ω, measurement current 1A, test object 4Ω --->
P=I2xR ---> P=4W.) If the test object is a resistor with R=3,9Ω and P=0,25W and the
measurement range is 2Ω the display will show OverFlow ("OF") but the power at the resistor
is 3,9W. He will be damaged and deflagrate immediatly. Please also consider that the
connection to a unipolar component (like electrolytic capacitors tantalum capacitors, diodes,
etc.) can result a damage or burn the component.

To protect the measurement input from overvoltage or surge every measurement terminal has
a varistor connected to ground. Therefor the measurement must happen ever passiv. It is for-
bidden to apply voltage to the measurement input ! The measurement input of the PRM5 is   
not protected against overvoltage like a multimeter.
Never connect a battery or an accumulator to the measurement input !
Please consider no measurement terminal is connected to ground while the measurement is
running. Wrong test readings may result.

If the temperature modul (optionally) is build into the PRM5 the measurement input at the
back side (PT100) must always be isolated from the measurement input (resistance).
Disregarding may result a damage of the PRM5 or blow out an internal fuse.

2. Correct operation

The precision ohmmeter PRM5 was developed as a resistance meter in four-wire technique. By ha-
ving regard to Point 1. "safety information" only use electrical components like resistors or inductors as
test object witch withstand the measurement power. The measurement ever must happen passiv.
Any other use is against the correct operation and is forbidden.

3. overview, connectors , handling and display

This manual gives a summary of the structure, the functions and the handling of the precision resi-
stance meter PRM5.

3.1. connectors back side, fuses:

At the back side the main power input is located
as a power entry filter module (1). An integrated
fuseholder (2) offers all-pole fusing. The main
power is connected by using an (IEC) power line
cable.
The main voltage must be 230Vac 50Hz...60Hz.

If it should be necessary to replace the fuses first disconnect the PRM5 from mains by unpulgging the
power line cable from the power entry filter module (1). Then pull out the integrated fuseholder (2) by
using a screwdriver. After that you will find two fuses (all-pole fusing).

1

2
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Please check both fuses and if necessary only replace the fuses with a new one of the same type mi-
crofuse 0,63A time lag 5mm x 20mm. Following this the integrated fuseholder (2) will be pushed into
the power entry filter module (1).

On the left side you will find the terminals (3...7)
to connect the measurement cables. The DIN
connector (3) is one-to-one connected to the
4mm terminals (4...7). At front side you will find
the same terminals once more (review to point
3.2. connectors front side). The front side termi-

nal is also connected to the back side terminals (3...7). So only one possibilty must be chosen to con-
nect the measurement cables.

To the 6-pole DIN connector (3) a pre-build measurement cable can be connected. The pin configura-
tion of the 6-pole DIN connector (3) and the single 4mm terminals (4...7) is as follows:

connectors: pin: function: description: connected to:

DIN connector (3) pin 1 measurement current -I -I test 4mm-terminal (5)
DIN connector (3) pin 2 measurement current +I +I test 4mm-terminal (4)
DIN connector (3) pin 3 - / - n.c. - / -
DIN connector (3) pin 4 measurement voltage +U +Usense 4mm-terminal (6)
DIN connector (3) pin 5 measurement voltage -U -Usense 4mm-terminal (7)
DIN connector (3) pin 6 - / - n.c. - / -

With the 9-pole sub d connector (8) the PRM5 can be connected to the seriell interface (COMx) of a
PC. More Information could be found at point 5.1.

The 4-pole DIN connector (9) serves the connec-
tion to a PT100 temperature sensor. This possi-
bilty is optionally and only available with PRM5
with build-in temperature modul. A description
could be found at point 4.

3.2. connectors front side

As previously mentioned at point 3.1. the same
measurement connecotor block is available at
the front side.

For the reistance measurement only one possibilty must be chosen to connect the measurement
cables. Either you use the back side 6-pole DIN connector (3) or the four back side 4mm terminals
(4...7) or the front side 6-pole DIN connector (14) or the four front side 4mm terminals (10...13).

To the 6-pole DIN connector (14) a pre-build measurement cable can be connected. The pin configu-
ration of the 6-pole DIN connector (14) and the single 4mm terminals (10...13) is as follows:

connectors: pin: function: description: connected to:

DIN connector (14)Pin 1 measurement current -I -I test 4mm-terminal (13)
DIN connector (14)Pin 2 measurement current +I +I test 4mm-terminal (12)
DIN connector (14)Pin 3 - / - n.c. - / -
DIN connector (14)Pin 4 measurement voltage +U +Usense 4mm-terminal (10)
DIN connector (14)Pin 5 measurement voltage -U -Usense 4mm-terminal (11)
DIN connector (14)Pin 6 - / - n.c. - / -

3
4 6

5 7 8

8 9

10

11

12

13

14
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3.3. measurement method, test cord connection

With the measurement current the internal A/D converter gets a voltage witch complies to the resi-
stance of the test object. The A/D converter has a resolution of 16 bit's by operating unipolar. His ex-
cellent non-linearity by typical 0.0007% and the possibility to calibrate offset and full-scale offers best
conditions to get measurement brilliant results. The temperature drift of the used voltage reference is
typical 1.5ppm. The A/D converter is read out all 1ms (=1ksample). 256 measurement results are ad-
ded together. So its possible to get 4 averaged measured values per second. Thus the display is ac-
tualised every 250ms.

The voltage at the test object is dependet from the connection of the four
single conductors. If  shown in the left picture the measurement current
is applied from +I to -I. You will get a positive voltage at +U to -U.

So the internal A/D converter is able to create a digital result by using its
maximal resolution and readout is at the display.

Please notice: If the sense measurement voltage (+U, -U) is connected at the test object as a voltage
reversal no negative readout will be displayed. The internal A/D converter only converts positive vol-
tages. In this case 0.0 will be displayed.

3.4. putting into operation, keyboard, handling

3.4.1. putting into operation

For putting the PRM5 into operation it is necessary to connect the power
line cable and the measurement cable.

After turning on the power switch (15) the PRM5 starts up and shows the
message 'CAL' in the display (16).

The flashing of the decimal point (behind 'CAL') means that the calibration
routine for the internal A/D converter is running.

This function is started up after every power-on of the PRM5.

The calibration routine needs about 2s then the display show the normal
operation of the resistance measurement.

3.4.2. keyboard, Submenu

After powering on the PRM5 the presettet measurement range will be activated and the user can start
the resistance measurement (picture A).

Some parameters can be set in the 'submenu' (picture B). With pressing 'SHIFT' the PRM5 goes to
the 'submenu' and dependet of the settings the first parameter shows the ambient temperature (optio-
nally) or the setting of the operating mode of the temperature modul (optionally).

For the additional handling in the 'submenu' you have only to press the double used buttons 'MODE'
(2m), '<' (20m), '>' (200m) and 'ENTER' (2R) and also the button 'SHIFT' .

+I

-I

+U

-U

15

16

A B
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The handling is very simple. The functions of the buttons are shown as follow:

button: description: function:

MODE Mode respectively Escape stepping of parameters in the 'submenu' respectively
discarding a changed value but not yet stored

< down (reduce) one short press of the button decrements the value of
a parameter pressing the button longer time decrements
the value of a parameter in quick succession

> up (increace) one short press of the button increments the value of
a parameter pressing the button longer time increments
the value of a parameter in quick succession

ENTER Enter (store) stores the value of a parameter

SHIFT Shift (switcher) switches between the 'resistance measurement' and
the 'submenu'

With pressing the button (MODE) a stepping of paramters is possible. At this two sequences are pos-
sible dependent of the value of the parameter 'operating mode temperature modul' (P°C = x).

Sequence 1. The temperature modul (optionally) is not enabled (P°C = 0) :

mode: parameter: display: valuse: function:

(2) operating mode temp. modul P°C 0 0 operation without temperature modul
(3) power-on-measurement range Pon 0 0 PRM5 starts with the range last used

power-on-measurement range Pon 1 1 PRM5 starts with the range '2mΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 2 2 PRM5 starts with the range '20mΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 3 3 PRM5 starts with the range '200mΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 4 4 PRM5 starts with the range '2Ω'
power-on-measurement range Pon 5 5 PRM5 starts with the range '20Ω'
power-on-measurement range Pon 6 6 PRM5 starts with the range '200Ω'
power-on-measurement range Pon 7 7 PRM5 starts with the range '2kΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 8 8 PRM5 starts with the range '20kΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 9 9 PRM5 starts with the range '200kΩ'
power-on-measurement range Pon 10 10 PRM5 starts with the range 'autorange'

(4) serial no. ≡≡≡≡10001 displayes the serial no. of the PRM5
(5) program version Pro1.05 displayes the software version
(8) measurement current (20mΩ) r2  5A 5A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 5A

measurement current (20mΩ) r2  2A 2A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 2A
measurement current (20mΩ) r2  1A 1A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 1A

(9) measurement current (200mΩ) r3  2A 2A measurement current range 3 (200mΩ) = 2A
measurement current (200mΩ) r3  1A 1A measurement current range 3 (200mΩ) = 1A

(10) measurement current (2Ω) r4  1A 1A measurement current range 4 (2Ω) = 1A
measurement current (2Ω) r4 0.2A 0,2A measurement current range 4 (2Ω) = 0,2A

(11) calibrate CAL starts the calibration routine of the
internal A/D converter
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Sequence 2. The temperature modul (optionally) is enabled (P°C = 1) oder (P°C = 2) :

mode: parameter: display: values: function:

(1) ambient temperature 23.8°C -10...50 displayes the ambient temperature
(2) operating mode temp. modul P°C 1 1 operation with temperature modul without

compensation of measured value
operating mode temp. modul P°C 2 2 operation with temperature modul with

compensation of measured value
(3) power-on-measurement range Pon x 0...10 (review to sequence 1)
(4) serial no. ≡≡≡≡10001 displayes the serial no. of the PRM5
(5) program version Pro1.05 displayes the software version
(6) reference temperature c20.0°C displayes the reference temperature
(7) temperature coefficient A 3.850 displayes the temperature coefficient
(8) measurement current (20mΩ) r2  5A 5A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 5A

measurement current (20mΩ) r2  2A 2A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 2A
measurement current (20mΩ) r2  1A 1A measurement current range 2 (20mΩ) = 1A

(9) measurement current (200mΩ) r3  2A 2A measurement current range 3 (200mΩ) = 2A
measurement current (200mΩ) r3  1A 1A measurement current range 3 (200mΩ) = 1A

(10) measurement current (2Ω) r4  1A 1A measurement current range 4 (2Ω) = 1A
measurement current (2Ω) r4 0.2A 0,2A measurement current range 4 (2Ω) = 0,2A

(11) calibrate CAL starts the calibration routine of the internal
A/D converter

3.4.3. Submenu, parameters

Hereafter all parameters of the 'submenu' will be explained. The meaning and the setting are shown.
The rising oder reducing of a value is indicated by flashing of the foregoing description of the param-
ter. The storage is made by pressing the button 'ENTER'.

• Parameter (Mode1) displaying the ambient temperature:

The readout of the actually ambient temperature is optionally, therefor the
temperature modul must be installed in the PRM5. At the connector (9)
'PT100' at the rear side a PT100 temperature sensor must beconnected.

The first parameter (Mode1) is only available when the parameter 'opera-
ting mode temperature modul' is set to the value 1 or 2.

The measurement of the ambient temperature (optionally) occurs in the
rage of -10.0°C ... +50.0°C .

In the case of overrun or lower deviation of the temperature range the dis-
play will show the overflow 'OF' respectively '-OF'. If the temperature sen-
sor is shorted or open it will have the same effect.

• Parameter (Mode2) operating mode temperature modul:

The operation mode of the temperature modul must be set with the para-
meter shown in the left picture (Mode2). The setting can have the values
0 ... 2. If no temperature modul is installed the parameter should have the
value '0'. If a temperature modul is installed the parameter can be set to

the value '1'. So the resistance measurement is not compensated with the ambient temperature. Diffe-
rent works the parameter value '2'. The resistance measurement is compensated with the ambient
temperature (review point 4. 'temperature modul').
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• Parameter (Mode3) power-on-measurement-range:

The choise of the measurement range after power-up of the PRM5 is
made by setting the parameter (Mode3) ' power-on-measurement '. This
parameter can have the values 0 ... 10. If the parameter value '0' is chosen
the PRM5 takes the last chosen measurement range as the start value for

the next power-up.The parameter values 1...9 are regarding to the measurement ranges 2mΩ ...
200kΩ. The parameter value '10' starts the PRM5 in the 'autorange'. In the case of setting the para-
meter value '0' and choosing the last measurement range to 'autorange' the PRM5 will power-up with
'autorange'. Another overview shows the table in point 3.4.2. 'sequence 1'.

• Parameter (Mode4) serial no.:

The next parameter (Mode4) displayes the serial no. witch is set after pro-
duction of the PRM5. The serial no. is marked with three horizontal lines
before the serial no.

• Parameter (Mode5) program version:

The parameter (Mode5) displayes the program version (or software versi-
on), e.g. Pro1.05. This information can be displayed displayed e.g. after
updating the firmware of the PRM5.

• Parameter (Mode6) reference temperature:

The parameter (Mode6) is only displayed if the parameter 'operating mode
temperature modul' is set to 1 or 2. The referece temperature can be set in
the range 0.0°C ... 40°C . This value is required to computate the tempe-
rature compensated resistance measurement.

• Parameter (Mode7) temperature coefficient:

The parameter (Mode7) is only displayed if the parameter 'operating mode
temperature modul' is set to 1 or 2. The temperature coefficient can be set
in the range 0.001 ... 10.000. This value is shown with exponent 10-3. In
the left picture you see the temperature coefficient A=0,00385 (3,85E10-3).

This value is also required to computate the temperature compensated resistance measurement.

• Parameter (Mode8) measurement current range 2 (20mΩ)

With the parameter (Mode8) the user has the possibility to set the measu-
rement current of the measurement range 2 (20mΩ). If th display shows
r2  2A  the measurement current is 2A in the measurement range 2
(20mΩ). For this range a current of 5A, 2A or 1A can be chosen.

• Parameter (Mode9) measurement current range 3 (200mΩ)

With the parameter (Mode8) the user has the possibility to set the measu-
rement current of the measurement range 3 (200mΩ). If th display shows
r3  1A  the measurement current is 1A in the measurement range 3
(200mΩ). For this range a current of 2A or 1A can be chosen.

• Parameter (Mode10) measurement current range 4 (2Ω)

With the parameter (Mode10) the user has the possibility to set the mea-
surement current of the measurement range 4 (2Ω). If th display shows
r4 0.2A  the measurement current is 0.2A in the measurement range 4
(2Ω). For this range a measurement current of 1A or 0,2A can be chosen.
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• Parameter (Mode11) calibration:

With the parameter (Mode11) the user can calibrate the internal A/D con-
verter once again, e.g. after a longer term. This calibration routine is also
started after power on of the PRM5. With the parameter (Mode11) the ca-
libration routine is started manually by pressing 'ENTER'.

While the calibration routine is running the measurement current of the
resistance measurement is powered down for about 2 seconds and the
decimal point (behind 'CAL') is flashing. Then the PRM5 switches back in
the normal mode of resistance measurement.

3.4.4. keyboard, resistance measurement, measuremen t current reverse

After powering up the PRM5 the presetted measurement range is activated and the user can start the
resistance measurement.

If the temperature compensation of the resistance measurement (optio-
nally) is not activated (parameter Mode2, P°C=0 or P°C=1, submenu, refer
to point 3.4.3.) the measured resistance value is shown in the display.

As already mentioned the internal A/D converter has a resolution of 16 bits. To form the result the A/D
converter value is divided by 2 witch means a resolution of 15 bits. With a resolution of 15 bits numeric
values from 0... 32767 can be displayed. If you think away the decimal point of the shown display the
counter value would be 13651.

If the counter value should be more than 24000 the display shows the
overflow 'OF'. In every measurement range there is a reserve of 20% of
the measurement range value, so e.g. in the measurement range '2kΩ' a

measured resistance value of '2.3999kΩ' is possible. As selection the user can choose one of nine
measurement ranges.

The selection of one measurement range should be done with care. As already mentioned at page 5
(point 1. safety information) the user has to know that the PRM5 works with a measurement current up
to 5Adc witch generate a corresponding power at the test object.

One possibility to find the measurement range
with the best resolution by itself is to use the
'autorange'.

By pressing 'AUTO' the PRM5 starts finding the measurement range with a counter value between
2048 and 21760. To disable the 'autorange' please press again the button 'AUTO' or choose one of
the nine measurement ranges 2mΩ ... 200kΩ.

The selection of the 'autorange' should also be done with care (please refer to point 1. safety informa-
tion at page 5).

As a special feature the range 2kΩ can operate
in 'reverse measurement'. In this case the mea-
surement current is negative.

Hereby the established temperature sensor 'KTY84' can be tested with the range 2kΩ in normal and
reversal operation. The measured resistance value differs in the 'reverse measurement' about 1,7Ω to
the normal measurement.
To choose the 'reverse measurement' on the one hand the 'autorange' must be disabled and on the
other hand the 'temperature compensated resistance measurement' must be disabled (parameter Mo-
de2,P°C=0 or P°C=1, submenu, refer to point 3.4.3.) .
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In addition the 'reverse measurement' only runs with the measurement range 2kΩ.

Pressing the button 'KTY84' 'REVERSE' starts the 'reverse measurement' witch is indicated by the
yellow LED. Pressing the button 'KTY84' 'REVERSE' again disables the 'reverse measurement'.

To choose one of the other measurement ranges as 2kΩ or choosing the 'autorange' also disables the
'reverse measurement'. The same happens by pressing the button 'SHIFT' to choose the 'submenu'.

3.4.5. resistance measurement, measurement currents

The next table shows the measurement current related to the measurement range.

meas. range (Ω): 2m 20m 200m 2R 20R 200R 2k 2k 20k 200k
reverse

meas. current dc: 5A 5A 2A 1A 200mA 20mA 2mA -2mA 200 µµµµA 20µµµµA
2A 1A 200mA
1A

3.5. Heating of the PRM5, deactivation by overtempe rature

The precision ohmmeter PRM5 works with a measurement current up to 5Adc. To reduce electroma-
gnetic emission a linear regulated power supply was chosen instead of a sitched-mode power suppy.
The principle of linear regulation is to transfer the power dissipation into heat. The power amplifier and
the internal heat sink are installed on the case bottom to emit the heat over a large area.

If the internal heat sink has a temperature more than 60°C ... 65°C the
measurement current of the PRM5 is powered down. The display shows
'°C Err' and the blue LED above the button 'SHIFT' light up. This informs
the user about the overtemperature of the internal heat sink. That error

can be resetted by pressing the button 'SHIFT'.

Please note:
An overtemperature can be caused when the PRM5 is installed inconvenient, e.g. in a 19" rack where
the heat dissipation of the rack is bad or the other components are heating the PRM5.
To prevent this problem and having a good accuracy of measurement and a low temperature drift of
the PRM5 (refer to point 7.) a good heat dissipation should be asured especially by using the PRM5 in
long-term measurement with maximally measurement current.

4. Temperature modul (optionally)

4.1. General information, connection

Optionally the precision ohmmeter PRM5 can
be provided with the temperature modul.

To this a 4-pole DIN connector (9) is build into the back side to serve the connection to a PT100 tem-
perature sensor. The internal temperature modul is installed.

The pin configuration of the 4-pole DIN connector (9) is as follows:

connectors: pin: function: description:

DIN connector (9) Pin 1 measurement current +I +I test

DIN connector (9) Pin 2 measurement voltage +U +Usense

DIN connector (9) Pin 3 measurement voltage -U -Usense

DIN connector (9) Pin 4 measurement current -I -I test

9
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The PT100 temperature sensor is a temperature-sensitive resistor witch characteristic line is approxi-
mately linaer related to the temperature. He is offered with different temperature ranges partially from
-200°C well over +500°C. The advantage is that all PT100 temperatures sensors have exactly 100,0Ω
at 0°C and there characteristic line is equivalent.  This gives the possibility to replace the PT100 tem-
perature sensors without recalibrating the PRM5.
The PRM5 supplies the PT100 temperature sensor with a constant current with 1mA. The voltage
drop at the PT100 temperature sensor is measured in four-wire technique and directed to the A/D
converter of the internal temperature modul. His resolution is 12 bits. He is also supplied from a
highprecision voltage reference as the A/D converter of the resistance measurement.

If the operation mode of the temperature moduls is enabled with the para-
meter (Mode2) P°C=1 or P°C=2 (refer to point 3.4.3.  , submenu), the 12 bit
A/D converter of the temperature modul is read out all 1ms (=1ks), so 256
values are added and averaged.

The temperature measurement range of the PRM5 is designed for
-10°C ... 50°C, in case of overrun or lower deviati on an overflow is di-
played (refer point 3.4.3., submenu).

The temperature measurement has a resolution of 0,1°C. The basic accuracy is +/- 0,1°C. The voltage
value determined by the 12 bit A/D converter is looked up in a temperature table stored in the micro-
controller. The table values are computed with the following equation.

For temperatures >= 0°C a polynomial of the second degree is applied. (RPT100=100Ω, T=ambient
temperature, a= 3,9083 E10-3, b= -5,775 E10-7):

RT = RPT100 x (1  +  a x T  +  b x T 2)

For temperatures < 0°C a polynomial of the fourth d egree is applied. (RPT100=100Ω, T=ambient tempe-
rature, a= 3,9083 E10-3, b= -5,775 E10-7, c= -4,183 E10-12):

RT = RPT100 x (1  +  a x T  +  b x T 2  +  c x (T-100) x T 3)

4.2. Temperature compensation

As already mentioned at point 4.1. the function of the temperature modul
is dependent of the value of the parameters (Mode2) as shown in the left
picture similary the temperature compensation of the resistance measu-
rement.

The next table shows the possible paramter values (Mode2):

parameter value: function:

P°C=0 without temperature modul; This value should b e chosen if no temperature modul is
installed into the PRM5. The ambient temperature is not displayed and the
'temperature compensated resistance measurement' is not available. The parameter
(Mode1) 'ambient temperature' , the paramter (Mode6) 'reference temperature' and
the parameter (Mode7) 'temperature coefficient' are not displayed in the submenu.

P°C=1 with temperature modul; The display of the amb ient temperature (submenu) is pos-
sible but the 'temperature compensated resistance measurement' is not available.
All parameters in the submenu can be displayed.

P°C=2 with temperature modul; The display of the amb ient temperature (submenu) is pos-
sible and the 'temperature compensated resistance measurement' is permanent
visible with the resistance measurement. In front of the calculated resistance value
the character 'c' is indicated. All parameters in the submenu can be displayed.
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For the following description of calculation and displaying the 'temperature compensated resistance
measurement' the parameter (Mode2) P°C=2 must be set.

For the additional view we understand that the measured resistance in
four-wire technique is 1,3594kΩ. The ambient temperature is 22,7°C. The
presetted reference temperature (parameter (Mode6)) is stored with
20,0°C. In front of the reference temperature value  the character 'c' is indi-
cated.

The temperature coefficient for copper (dependent of the purity) we have
set to 3,85 E10-3

 (parameter (Mode7)) and stored (refer point 3.4.3. sub-
menu, parameters).
In front of the temperature coefficient value the character 'A' is indicated.

So we will get the display 'temperature compensated resistance measu-
rement' shown in the left picture. In front of the temperature compensated
resistance value the character 'c' is indicated.

For the temperature compensation the following formula is underlying:  RBT=R4LT / (1+TK x (T U - TBT))

The following physical values are applied:

TBT = reference temperature in °C (here e.g. 20°C)
TU = ambient temperature in °C (here e.g. 22,7°C)
TK = temperature coefficient 'A' E10-3 (here e.g. 3,85 E10-3)
R4LT = measured resistance in four-wire technique in Ω (here e.g. 1,3594kΩ)
RBT = calculated temperature compensated resistance value in Ω

Generally each valid measured resistance value (counter value 0...24000, refer point 3.4.4.) can be
converted to the temperature compensated resistance value as long as the ambient temperature is in
the range of 0.0°C ... +50°C. In addition the setti ng of the reference temperature must be in the range
of 0,0°C ... +40°C and the setting of the temperat ure coefficient must be in the range of 0,001 E10-3

 ...
10,000 E10-3.

If the measured resistance value in four-wire technique results in an over-
flow 'OF' or the ambient temperature is more than +50,0°C or less than
0,0°C you will receive the error display 'c Err'. T his provides the informati-
on that the PRM5 is not possible to convert the measured resistance value
to the temperature compensated resistance value.

Please note:
The operation with the 'autorange' together with the parameter (Mode2) P°C=2 is as well as possible
as using any other measurement range from 2mΩ ... 200kΩ.
The operation 'reverse measurement' to reverse the measurement current (refer to point 3.4.4.) is not
available togehter with the parameter (Mode2) P°C=2  and is disabled.
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5. Interface RS232

5.1. General information, basic user programm

Die The 9-pole sub d connector (8) is to connect
the PRM5 to the serial interface (COMx) of the
pc. Please use an interface cable from good
quality with male and female plugs. The pins 2, 3
and 5 must be linked together at the minimum.

To connect the precision ohmmeter PRM5 to the serial interface of the pc a little 'help tool' is provided
to the user. Herewith the connection to the pc's RS232 interface can be tested quickly.

The following settings for the pc's COM port must be ensured (normally the default values of the pc's
serial interface):

• one free COM port (maybe an USB-COM-adapter)
• baudrate 9600 Baud, 1 start bit, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity, no handshake

After the 'help tool' program installation and the first start the user has to choose the number of the
pc's COM port (31) to witch the PRM5 is connected. This setting will be stored.

Then you should press the button 'read SNR' to read out the serial no. and the program version of the
PRM5.

(It is possible that the plugging of the serial cable will send a "first information" to the pc or to the
PRM5 and so you have to press the button 'read SNR' once again. In this case you will get a "RS232
Timeout" after approx. 2 seconds.)

If the communication to the PRM5 works well the left side of the 'help tool' is filled. This is for checking
the communication and for understanding the protocol structures (please refer to point 5.3, protocol
structure).

By pressing the button 'read Data' the complete database of the PRM5 will be read out and the right
fields of the 'help tool' will be filled (more information to the data read out and handling the PRM5 with
the serial interface you will find at the point 5.4., instructions).

8

31
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Depending on the installed options the right fields of the 'help tool' will also be filled with 'OF' or 'c Err'.
This is for the using with the 'help tool' unimportant. The 'help tool' is only a simple program to show
the handling of the PRM5 with the serial interface. Similary the chosen measurment range and the
'autorange' are indicated as 'red LEDs' and also the 'reverse measurement' as a 'yellow LED'.
The parameter values of the 'submenu' are written to four text boxes.

With the little buttons 'SET' a measurement range can be chosen. After pressing a 'SET button' the
pressing of the button 'read Data' is necessary to read out the current values of the PRM5. In addition
the PRM5 can be set to 'autorange' or to the 'reverse measurement' unless it is not locked by another
setting.

All parameters of the 'submenu' except the value of the power-on-measurement-range can be set and
stored with the corresponding 'SET button'.

5.2. Firmware update via RS232-interface

After starting the 'help tool' you should press the button 'read SNR' to ensure the communication to the
PRM5.

With this the left fields of the 'help tool' will be filled and you will find the serial no. and the program
version of the PRM5.

By pressing the button "Datei upload" (file upload) the user has to choose the corresponding
TransPortDatei (data transportfile) first (e.g. PRM5_V3_12.tpd). The 'TransPortDatei' is a data file
specially build to upload data to the microcontrollers flash of the PRM5. Depending on the software
developmet you will get a current firmware or a specially build customer software.

To update the PRM5 with firmware only the 'help tool' is available.

To upload the PRM5 instead of the
PRM3 (or 3.1) please use the
uploader shown in the left picture,
because the firmware of the PRM5
and the PMR3 (or 3.1) are different.

By using the uplaoder version
PRM5_V1_00 you can only upload
the PRM5.

Current 'help tool' can be fiend at http://www.vb-elektronik.de/produkte/PRM5.

After confirmation the 'TransPortDatei' the upload starts automatically. This can need up to three mi-
nutes depending on the cpu speed of the pc. During the upload you will get information in the status
field of the 'help tool' about the transferred bytes and the upload process. In the display you will see
the information "UPLOAd".

After uploading the PRM5 will start itself again. Then the display is shut down an the yellow LED
'KTY84' 'REVERSE' is flashing for a short time witch indicates the flash programming of the microcon-
troller. Then the PRM5 starts again as normally with its calibration routine. The current firmware versi-
on can be controlled in the 'submenu' parameter (Mode5) e.g. "Pro3.12". You can also check the cur-
rent firmware version by pressing the button "readSNR" of the 'help tool'.

In case of a power fail while uploading the PRM5 will run normally after a new power up. In the worst
case the new firmware of the PRM5 was not uploaded and has its previous firmware. In this case the
user has to start the upload again.
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5.3. Interface RS232, protocol structure

As described at point 5.2. you have the possibility to upload the PRM5 via RS232 with another firmwa-
re. For this purpose a protocol structure was developed for the upload procedure as well as for the
setting an reading the PRM5. Basically 12 bytes must be send to the PRM5 and the PRM5 will basi-
cally answer with 12 bytes.

The communication via RS232 is as follows:

bytes, received by the PRM5 (RX): bytes, transmitted by the PRM5 (TX):

1. STX=2 1. STX=2
2. Identification=D'155' (decimal) 2. Identification=D'155' (decimal)
3. Instruction= (refer point 5.4. instructions) 3. serial no. high
4. serial no. high 4. serial no. low
5. serial no. low 5. version no. high
6. universal RX-byte 3 6. version no. low
7. universal RX-byte 2 7. universal TX-Byte high
8. universal RX-byte 1 8. universal TX-Byte mid
9. universal RX-byte 0 9. universal TX-Byte low
10. checksum high 10. checksum high
11. checksum low 11. checksum low
12. ETX=3 12. ETX=3

To communicate with the PRM5 several requirements must be ensured:

• The PRM5 always answers after a request of the pc. With this an expansion to a bus system
(e.g. RS485) would be possible.

• The bytes 1, 2, and 12 must have the values indicated above.

• The bytes 10 and 11 must be the checksum of all bytes 1 to 9 and the byte 12.
The PRM5 calculates itself a checksum witch is compared with the received checksum.

• The bytes 4 and 5 are used for the serial no. They are not used in the current firmware. These two
bytes should be set to the value 0 by transmitting.

• In the bytes 3 and 4 the serial no. of the PRM5 is send by ervey transmission. Also the firmware
version no. is send in the bytes 5 and 6.

• With a transmission from the PRM5 to the pc the checksum is calculated by adding all bytes 1 to 9
plus the byte 12.

5.4. Interface RS232, instructions

As described at point 5.3. the 12 bytes must be transmitted and received with its defined protocol
structure. The third byte has the essential information -> the instruction. The instruction is a command
to the PRM5 and it will execute the corresponding function. The bytes 6 to 9 must be filled with corre-
sponding values necessary with the instruction. As described the PRM5 answers also with 12 bytes.
Hereby the bytes 7 to 9 are filled with values by the PRM5.

At the next page all instruction values are listed:
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(Understand all values as decimal values, x=undefined)

Instruction 198, send serial no. and program version no.
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345 and program version no. 3.12)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
198 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low)

48 57 3 12 x x x

The serial no. is calculated by the byte 3 x256 + Byte 4, so 48*256+57=12345, byte 5 shows the first
part of the program version X.xx, byte 6 shows the second part X.xx.

Instruction 100, send measurement value (resistance measurement) and measurement range
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12, measurement value
1,6531kΩ und measurement range 2kΩ at 'autorange')

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
100 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (R-Value high) (R-Value low) (meas.-range)

48 57 3 12 64 147 135

The measurement value (resistance measurement) is calculated by the byte 7 x256 + byte 8, so
64*256+147 =16531. Dependent of the measurement range the decimal point must be set to the right
position. The measurement range is transmitted like the lightning of the measurement range LED's of
the PRM5, all values of the LED's witch are on are added:

Range: 2m 20m 200m 2 20 200 2k 20k 200k AUTO
Value: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 +128

Instruction 101, send measurement value info, operation mode of the temperature modul (P°C) and
the power-on-Measurement-range (Pon)
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12, measurement value info
overflow 'OF', operation without temperature modul and power-on-measurement-range is 200kΩ)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
101 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (meas.-Info) (P°C) (Pon)

48 57 3 12 49 0 7

In the byte 7 the measurement value info is transmitted so that every single information has its own
value. All active values are added togehter:

display display R-value not not error meas.-value display display display °C
'OF' negative sign used used temperature comp. 'OF °C' '- OF °C' negative sign

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

In the byte 8 the operation mode of the temperature modul (optionally) is indicated (more informatio-
nen of this value could be find at point 3.4.2. and 3.4.3.).

In the byte 9 the power-on-measurement-range of the PRM5 is indicated (more informationen of this
value could be find at point 3.4.3.).

If the temperature modul (optionally) is not instal led the values are related to the temperature
measurement should not be analysed because they cou ld have undefined values.
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Instruction 102, send ambient temperature und reference temperature (high)
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12, the measured ambient tem-
perature 23,5°C and the reference temperature c20,0  °C)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
102 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (ta high) (ta low) (tref high)

48 57 3 12 0 235 0

The ambient temperature is calculated by the byte 7 x256 + Byte 8, so 0*256+235=235, the decimal-
point must be set to a resolution with one decimal place. In the byte 9 the highbyte of the reference
temperature is transmitted. To get the complete reference temperature you have to send the following
instruction 103 to get also the lowbyte of the reference temperature.

Instruction 103, send reference temperature (low) und temperature coefficient
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12, the reference temperature
c20,0°C and the temperature coefficient A 3,932)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
103 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (tref low) (tc high) (tc low)

48 57 3 12 200 15 92

The reference temperature is calculated by the byte 9 (of instruction 102) x256 + Byte 7, so
0*256+200=200, the decimalpoint must be set to a resolution with one decimal place. The temperature
coefficient is calculated by the byte 8 x256 + Byte 9, so 15*256+92 =3932. The decimalpoint must be
set to a resolution with three decimal places.

Instruction 104, send temperature compensated resistance measurement value
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12 and the calculated tempe-
rature compensated resistance measurement value 0,9748)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
104 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (c-value high) (c-value low) (empty)

48 57 3 12 38 20 0

The temperature compensated resistance measurement value is calculated by the byte 7 x256 + Byte
8, so 38*256+20=9748, the decimal place is equal to the decimal place of the resistance measure-
ment value, witch is requested with the instruction 100.

Instruction 105, send measurement currents to the measurement ranges 20mR, 200mR and 2R
(The PRM5 answers with e.g. serial no. 12345, program version no. 3.12 and the three selected mea-
surement currents to the measurement ranges 20mR, 200mR and 2R)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
105 0 0 0 0

(TX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 4: value byte 5: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
(snr high) (snr low) (pro. high) (pro.  low) (current r2) (current r3) (current r4)

48 57 3 12 4 3 2

The measurement currents are transmitted as an integer. Hereby means: 1=0,2A, 2=1A, 3=2A, 4=5A.
As shown ahead the PRM5 works with the measurement currents in the range 2 (20mR) with 5A (byte
7), in the range 3 (200mR) with 2A (byte 8) and in the range 4 (2R) with 1A (byte 9).
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The following instructions 111...115 are commands not answered by the PRM5. After an instruction
111...115 the user has to send another instruction 100...105 to get the corresponding values from the
PRM5.

Instruction 111, set measurement range
(The PRM5 is determined to set the desired measurement range e.g. 2kΩ)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
111 0 0 0 7

The measurement range is so transmitted that byte 9 can have values from 1...10. All other values are
ignored. The mapping is as follows:

2mΩ 20mΩ 200mΩ 2Ω 20Ω 200Ω 2kΩ 20kΩ 200kΩ Autorange
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Instruction 112, set 'reverse measurement' on or off
(The PRM5 is determined to set the 'reverse measurement' on or off, as far as possible (refer to point
3.4.4.))

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
112 0 0 0 0

Instruction 113, set operation mode temperature modul
(The PRM5 is determined to set the operation mode of the temperature modul e.g. P°C=1)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
113 0 0 0 1

The operation mode of the temperature modul is so transmitted that byte 9 can have values from 0...2.
All other values are ignored. This value is stored in the PRM5.

Instruction 114, set reference temperature
(The PRM5 is determined to set the reference temperature e.g. c26,4°C)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
114 0 0 1 8

The reference temperature is so transmitted that byte 8 will have the highbyte and the byte 9 will have
the lowbyte. The desired reference temperature e.g. 26,4°C must be multiplicated with 10 and then be
split to the two bytes high and low (264/256=1 rest 8). The reference temperature can have values
from 0...400. All other values are ignored. This value is stored in the PRM5.

Instruction 115, set temperature coefficient
(The PRM5 is determined to set the temperature coefficient e.g. A 4,050)

(RX PRM5) value byte 3: value byte 6: value byte 7: value byte 8: value byte 9:
115 0 0 15 210

The temperature coefficient is so transmitted that byte 8 will have the highbyte and the byte 9 will have
the lowbyte. The desired temperature coefficient e.g. A 4,050 (4,05 E10-3) must be multiplicated with
1000000 and then split to the two bytes high an low (4050/256=15 rest 210). The temperature coeffi-
cient can have values from 1...10000. All other values are ignored. This value is stored in the PRM5.
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6. Mounting, case opening

If you want to install the PRM5 into a 19-inch rack you have
first to disassemble the instrument foots. Best you put the
PRM5 on the top side and remove the rubber foots from the
both front folding foots with a qualified screwdriver. Then re-
move the screws in the folding foots.
The both rubber foots at the back side are disassembled easy
by unloosing the screws.

In case of mounting the instrument foots again please ensure that the snap-in nose of the front folding
foots are inserted in the corresponding holes. After the assembling the rubber foots must be im-
pressed into the folding foots. The both rubber foots at the back side are assembled together with a
washer for M3 and the screw. The used screw should be M3 with a maximum lenght of 12mm.

If you want to open the case of the PRM5:

First disconnect the PRM5 from mains by unpulgging the po-
wer line cable ! In order to ensure safe operation the user is
required to observe the warnings and other directions for use
in this manual !

Only the cover of the PRM5 can be disassembled. First un-
screw the two screws of the flashback to reduce the press of
the case. Its enough to unloose the screws with one or two
turns. Then unscrew the each two cover screws at the left and
right side (cheese-head screws M3x6). Finally unscrew the
six cover screws upside (countersunk bolt M3x6).

Please remove the cover carefully from the case. Then remove the protectice earth connection cable
(PE). The mounting happens in reverse order. Please ensure that the protectice earth connection
cable (PE) ist refitted again to the case.

PE

PE
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7. Technical specifications PRM5

Rated supply voltage: U=230V +/-10%, F=50Hz

Power consumption: max. 45W

Main fuses: 2x 0,63A time lag 5x20mm (power entry filter module
back side)

Inputs, outputs test object front side: 1x DIN connector 6-pole
2x 4mm terminal measurement current
2x 4mm terminal measurement voltage

Inputs, outputs test object back side: 1x DIN connector 6-pole
2x 4mm terminal measurement current
2x 4mm terminal measurement voltage

Display resistance measurement 41/2 digit (5 digit), counter max. 24000

Measurement range / current / resolution: 2mΩ 5Adc 100nΩ
20mΩ 5/2/1Adc 1µΩ
200mΩ 2/1Adc 10µΩ
2Ω 1/0,2Adc 100µΩ
20Ω 200mAdc 1mΩ
200Ω 20mAdc 10mΩ
2kΩ 2mAdc 100mΩ
2kΩ reverse -2mAdc -100mΩ
20kΩ 200µAdc 1Ω
200kΩ 20µAdc 10Ω

Basic accuracy resistance measurement: +/-0,05% (typ. +/-0,025%), +/- 3 digit, otherwice:
Measurement range 2mΩ @ 5Adc: +/-0,10%, +/- 15 digit
Measurement range 20mΩ @ 2Adc: +/-0,10%, +/- 3 digit
Measurement range 20mΩ @ 1Adc: +/-0,20%, +/- 3 digit
Measurement range 200mΩ @ 1Adc: +/-0,10%, +/- 3 Digit
Measurement range 2Ω @ 0,2Adc: +/-0,20%, +/- 3 digit

Temperature drift: max. +/-100ppm / K

Input, PT100 temperature sensor: 1x DIN connector 4-pole
(optionally)

measurement current PT100 temperature: 1mAdc
(optionally)

Display temperatur measurement: 3 digit, counter max. 500
(optionally)

Measurement range / current / resolution: -10.0°C .. . +50.0°C 1mAdc 0,1°C
(optionally)

Basic accuracy temperature measurement: +/-0,1°C, +/ - 2 Digit
(optionally)

Reference temperature compensation: 0,0°C ... +40.0° C
(optionally)

Temperature coefficient temp. compensation: 0,000001 ... 0,01
(optionally)

Interface, RS232: 1x sub d connector 9-pole, 9600 baud, 1 start bit,
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, no handshake

Protection class / protection type: protection class I (grounded) / IP40

Operation temperature range: +5°C ... +40°C, max. 1 500m over SL

Humidity: 5...95%, non-condensing

Dimensions: width=482mm (19-inch), height=44,1mm (1HU(19-inch)),
depth=395mm

Weight: approximate 4,7kg
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Declaration of conformity V&B
Precision R-Meter PRM5 Elektronik GmbH

as specified in the EU directive 2006/95/EG (low-voltage directive) and 2004/108/EG, electromagnetic
compatbility directive

Name, address, manufacturer: V&B Elektronik GmbH
Industriestrasse 14
D - 97483 Eltmann

Product: Precision R-Meter PRM5

Serial numbers: from 50001

used harmonized standard:

Titel norms: EN 61010-1:2001,
Safety requirements for electrical equip-
ment for measurement, control and
laboratory use
EN 55011:2007 +A2:2007,
interference emission class B
EN 61000-4,
noice immunity

Place and date:  Eltmann, 18.12.2009

Signature: ____________________
manager: Günther Vierheilig


